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Temwa Carbon Balance summary
Communities in Northern Malawi and across the globe are already experiencing the very real effects
of climate change. Temwa Carbon Balance offers organisations and individuals an opportunity to
balance their CO2 emissions through community tree planting, sustainable farming and
community-led management of local natural resources in the hard-to-reach villages of Nkhata Bay
North. We have successfully planted 90,726 trees since the scheme was first launched in early 2020,
with 39,651 seedlings outplanted in the last 6 months. We are extremely happy to see increasing
numbers of community members approaching Temwa for support under this scheme, and many
villages are taking independent action to grow and protect their forests.
Thank you for caring about the planet and choosing to balance your carbon with Temwa.

Community activity update
Around 90% of households in Nkhata Bay North are smallholder
subsistence farmers. Although the communities depend on their local
natural resources for survival, extreme poverty forces them to use
these resources unsustainably. This creates a self-perpetuating cycle
leading to worse environmental degradation, and food and income
insecurity. Temwa Carbon Balance, alongside Temwa’s broader
programmes in agriculture, health, and education, address the
interlinked challenges these communities face through
multi-pronged support. Our community-led approach means all our
programmes are designed and implemented in tandem with the
communities’ own local development plans and evolving needs. Our
aim is to strengthen local structures, so they can take over our
programmes and drive their own development, independent of
international support.
Tree planting – In Malawi, communities grow tree seedlings in nurseries from May and outplant the
seedlings during the annual rainy season from December to April. This year the rains started early
and heavy in November – with severe floods in Northern Malawi displacing about 10,000 people. This
disturbed the normal planting schedule and affected people’s ability to engage in reforestation.
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The changing rainfall patterns, and other extreme weather events, underline the importance of
Temwa Carbon Balance. The scheme builds community resilience to climate change by diversifying
livelihoods, halting land degradation, and regulating water flow. Where Temwa plants trees is based
on community-led situation analyses, a process whereby community members reflect on current
problems, determine actions needed, and identify beneficiaries and tree planting locations.
Beneficiaries then create a forest management plan for their sites, and Temwa supports and monitors
their implementation.
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How has your investment helped?

Carbon
balance
commitments

3,303 tonnes of
CO2

Trees species
planted

74,513 fast-growing and timber trees (pines,
mahogany and acacia), 14,963 agroforestry
trees, and 1,250 fruit trees

Trees planted

90,726 trees

Planting
locations

24 woodlots, 48 agroforestry farms, and 21 fruit
orchards

Potential
carbon
benefits1

11,365 tonnes of
CO2

Beneficiaries

77,005 trees grown by 92 families (552
people), and 13,721 trees grown in 9
community-owned forests benefiting 980
people

Temwa Carbon Balance now supports tree planting in about 100 locations identified by communities.
Most of the trees planted so far have been fast-growing and agroforestry species, due to the high
local demand for these. In 2022, the communities chose to diversify the trees planted to include fruit
trees (bananas, mangos, oranges and tangerines). To inspire communities to engage in reforestation,
Temwa organised 10 tree planting events that were attended by 224 people (34% women). Our
community engagements focused on promoting good practices of forest management and protection
(such as regular weeding and firebreaks). This reduces the risks of hazards, such as rampant
bushfires, and helps ensure optimal growth of trees.
The response from communities to this project has been
overwhelmingly positive. With 39,651 new trees planted,
mainly in degraded or bare land, we continue to exceed our
targets: the potential carbon benefits of the trees planted are
over three times higher than the total amount of CO2
emissions that Temwa has committed to balancing since the
scheme was launched (see table above). We are very pleased
to report that each year, we have planted more trees than we
have committed to.
Strengthening local stewardship of natural resources – Temwa Carbon Balance works closely with
local governance structures, such as Area and Village Development Committees. Through training,
exchange visits, and community meetings, we are equipping these structures with the skills to
1

As the trees planted are still in early stages of growth, this is an estimate of the amount of CO2 that the trees will balance over 20 years. The
calculation takes into account potential factors reducing tree survival over time, such thinning, bush fires, plant diseases and felling. Once the trees
reach adequate maturity, our carbon benefit assessment will be based both on current actual and long-term projected benefits.
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promote sustainable livelihoods and landscape transformation in their areas in an inclusive way.
These efforts increase tree survival and encourage community members to embrace forest-friendly
livelihoods, such as beekeeping, which is becoming steadily more popular. We are also encouraging
enthusiastic local governance and tree planters to share their knowledge to inspire their peers.
Temwa supports all Carbon Balance project areas to have local forest bylaws that help protect
forests. This year, local communities, particularly their Village Development Committees, have shown
amazing initiative and leadership in enforcing their bylaws independently. For example, in June this
year, community policing in Chigwere prevented ten individuals from illegally cutting timber in the
protected Kaning’ina Forest Reserve. In Chikwina, the Village Development Committee and
community groups now conduct quarterly patrols to Kandoli Forest to prevent illegal logging. In
Bigha, the Village Development Committee and community police have so far confiscated 20 bags of
illegal charcoal by using roadblocks.
Overall, we are witnessing lower deforestation rates in areas where Temwa Carbon Balance is
implemented. This is thanks to local bylaw enforcement and alternative livelihoods, such as
beekeeping and wild mushroom harvesting, that are making people realise the value of protecting
woodland.

Community stories
“Now that I have mastered the process, I can manage a tree nursery, plant and manage
trees without a problem”
Muwowa is one of five Chiefs in Nkhata Bay North, and is very influential and respected in her
community. Muwowa’s community has historically abandoned farmland when it became degraded,
and would create more farmland by cutting down trees. Despite growing cassava on a large scale,
Muwowa did not have the income or knowledge to raise and
nurture trees to full growth on her abandoned land. Other
organisations had provided saplings to plant, but no training in
tree-care meant only a few survived. Muwowa contacted Temwa by
attending a Village Development Committee meeting at a
neighbouring village. She feels Temwa is different to other
organisations, thanks to its focus on community involvement and
the exchange of knowledge. Temwa provided Muwowa with seeds,
so she could establish a tree nursery and took her through “a learning process of raising trees from
nursery to outplanting and managing the forest thereafter.”
Thanks to your support for Temwa Carbon Balance, Muwowa has so far planted about 4,000 trees
on degraded farms, and she feels the community now has the capacity to continue the project on
their own. Muwowa’s community now values trees, and as their chief, she hopes to see all members
of her community planting trees soon.

Planting trees to save crops
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Chazeka, 58, is a village headman and sustenance farmer in Mzgola village. He struggled to grow
food, after 87% of the land in his village was suddenly cleared of trees for the production of charcoal.
“It wasn’t raining as much as it used to when I was young. We started experiencing problems
growing crops with the little rain that resulted from the deforestation.” To address the problem,
Chazeka reached out to Temwa. Our Carbon Balance scheme
supported Chazeka with seeds and taught him how to care for
the trees. Many of the trees he had planted before did not
survive but since he received Temwa’s training, 99% of the
trees he planted in 2022 have survived. So far he has
planted 10,000 pine trees on his land. Chazeka is noticing
many benefits from reforesting the area: the trees not only
sequester carbon, but he has started planting fruit trees and
collecting nutritious wild mushrooms from timber forests,
which improves his family’s diet, and allows him to make extra
income. Thanks to your support to Temwa Carbon Balance, Chazeka is now leading by example and
other community members are starting to establish their own woodlots and regenerate their forests,
which was not the case before. Since Temwa’s Carbon Balance scheme was introduced here, the
community has reported local deforestation rates reducing by 70%.

Thank you
Thank you for reading the Temwa Carbon Balance report. Since we launched the scheme over two
years ago, in early 2020, it has been amazing to see how communities in Nkhata Bay North are so
enthusiastic about restoring and transforming their local landscape. As the communities are facing
the triple emergency of poverty, climate change and the current cost of living crisis, the demand for
support for tree nurseries and forest-friendly livelihoods is constantly growing. Your support is good
for the planet, and it enables these remote Malawian communities to engage in new sustainable
livelihoods that make them more resilient to crisis – and can eventually lift them out of poverty.

To balance your carbon with Temwa and supporting sustainable development in remote
communities!
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